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Silver Blackthorn was supposed to be one of the privileged few, chosen to serve and help rebuild a shattered nation.
Instead she is a rebel. Tales of her defiance have spread across the land.

Among other things, it felt quite rem At 16, all young people participate in a Reaping - oops, I mean
Reckoning, in which they are given their citizen status Elite, Moderate, Interim? The world is fleshed-out and
believable, the bad guys are BAD, the populace is sufficiently beaten-down and repressed, and Katniss is a lik
This does not affect my opinion of the book or the content of my review. The synopsis of Reckoning sounded
amazing, but this is the first book Cocktails and Books May 19, 3. The author had me at the edge of my seat.
As in most Dystopian books the world of Silver Blackthorn is broken into 4 different classes of society. Then
on top of that there is an Offering. A select few are chosen from each class to be an offering for King Victor.
Christina Jul 29, 3. However, I found the story and characters very enjoyable, and the writing quite
captivating. Unfortunately, I was a bit disappointed with the ending. There is a plot twist that does not seem
possible giv Tati Apr 02, I? This book started really well by introducing us to the Reckoning, a coming of age
test that determines to which caste the youth will belong to. The concept was familia Things seem to unravel
too conveniently for Silver. She knows exactly what will happen and what to do at least, Lucinda Apr 10, An
outstanding story that? I was literally blown away by this extraordinary debut that fuses together an eclectic
mix of sci-fi, Young Adult and Dystopia. With subtle similarities of Divergent and also the Hunger Games, I
was swept away by t Funny thing - I actually picked up the second book in the series by accident at first, and
then I had to take it back and wait for this first one to come in All opinions are my own. I just finished reading
this title. Full review to come. This is fantasy at its best, introducing our Trilogy heroine Silver Blackthorn a
16 year old girl that decides that is she want Liz Barnsley Mar 28, Publication Date: May 22nd from Pan
Macmillan. Thank you to the author and publisher for the review copy. In the village of Martindale, hundreds
of miles north of the new English capital of Windsor, sixteen-year-old Silver Blackthorn takes the Reckoning.
Keehle Aug 28, Good God what a waste of time this book was. The plot was just too obvious. Okay, clearly
this chick is going to be chosen for the Reckoning, clearl Louise Aspinall Apr 09, This review is also on my
blog: This novel is the first in a new, up-coming YA series by Kerry Wilkinson and is a science-fiction
dystopia. It follows the main character, Silver Blackthorn, who lives in a small, poor town called Martindale.
Smurray Mar 26, WOW!!!! This is a must read for any dystopian lovers. Expect big things from this
series!!!!!! Heather Duff Apr 25, Thank you to Pan MacMillan for providing me with a copy in exchange for
an honest review Once I again I find myself with a new dystopian read and once more I find myself typing
what will make this one different from the hundreds that have gone before it, will the Reckoning give me s A
pretty good and interesting start to a series I heard nothing about. And glad I did because while I like starting a
new series, I like not knowing not too much about it. Read this because the summary for book 2 and the cover
sounded good. Xanthe Waite Apr 09, I absolutely loved this book. It is current, exciting, page-turning, sinister
and shocking. We start with Silver Blackthorn, so named for her silver streak of hair. She is turning 16 years
old and is about to take her? Will it be the same as so many other futurisitic tales of dystopia, or will it offer
something new? Crucially, will it be good? Pete May 03, Having gobbled up every word of The Reckoning in
a few hours, one thing strikes me more than any other; Kerry Wilkinson has found his niche. Miriam Smith
May 07, My 17 year old son lost interest in this half way through, though I believe it was more him than the
book! Feb 21, I picked this book up on a whim as the premise was interesting. Despite the ugly cover. She
looks thirty not sixteen! I disliked the way it was written, really stiff and formal. It reminded me of I say this
because throughout the book I kept recognising things that seemed to be pulled from other books. Download
at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no additional
software required! Experience all the content you could possibly want from comprehensive library of timeless
classics and new releases. We will not sell or rent your email address to third parties.
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One girl. One chance. One destiny. In the village Want to Read. Shelving menu.

Latest Blog , Latest Reads So the week of interviews continues and today its the turn of Kerry Wilkinson who
makes me giggle a lot talking about Reckoning, the first in the Silver Blackthorn trilogy and a darned good
read. Here is what he had to tell me. Tell us a little about the inspiration behind the story. It nestled with me
for a long time and, after I started to write books â€” my crime series â€” I wanted to try creating something
else. With that, there are all sorts of technological bits and pieces left around: I really like that mix of old and
new. Silver is wonderful â€” a bit of a geek â€” was she fun to write? Fiction, be it books, movies, television
or whatever, frequently throws up heroes who are too perfect. In real life, people learn through making
mistakes and education. I think all of my characters, be it Silver here, or Jessica, Andrew, Jenny or anyone
else in my crime novels, are flawed people. Silver messes things up, but never the same thing twice. She has to
figure out how to make things work around that â€” to make brains triumph over brawn. So, to finally answer
the question! Sometimes, though, things take their own course. That was never really meant to happen but the
characters and their stories took on a bit of a life of their own. That said, the broad plot that links through the
three books never changed from when I first thought of them. The very final chapter of book three is exactly
what was in my head when I thought about how things would end. Can you tell us a little about whats next for
Silver and co? Book you wish you had written? Probably the Harry Potter books. The characters are so great,
too. Azkaban is excellent but my favourite of the seven is Order of the Phoenix, largely because of how
Umbridge is such a magnificently horrendous creation. I can do all sorts of weird things, such as pop my
thumb out of joint without touching it.
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Chapter 3 : Renegade (Silver Blackthorn #2) by Kerry Wilkinson Book Reviews
Renegade is the second book in the Silver Blackthorn Series by Kerry Wilkinson. I received this book as an advanced
reader copy in June by St. Martin's Press. It tells the story of a king's rise to power and the sixteen year old girl who
defies his cruel and unjust rule.

The Girl Who Came Back Beschreibung bei Amazon He is a celebrated author and journalist from Britain
who has written lots of detective thriller books that always captivate the fans. This was an achievement for a
new writer in the field and it motivated him to write more books which were equally successful. He attended
the University of Central Lancashire and attained a degree in journalism. He leads a double life writing news
as a journalist and as a renowned author writing exciting books. The earliest series he ever wrote was on the
detective Jessica Daniels. This was a detective with a passion for solving crime. She was the modern day
Superman. The story begins when a dead body is found to be locked in a house. She is left with the dilemma
of finding the killer and how they got in and out of the house. As a detective she felt the pressure and
frustration that she did not have enough leads to get to the bottom of the case. However, there was a journalist
who supposedly knew more about the case than she did and she wanted to work with the journalist to get to
solve the case. Another unfortunate tragedy happens and another body is found under the same circumstances
as the first one. And the story continues as Detective Sergeant Jessica is on a journey to find links and capture
the killer. The question is what happened next? Dead bodies keep piling up and Detective Sergeant Jessica
Daniels is at a loss of leads and hope of catching the serial killers as the dead bodies are of criminals
themselves. Crime in the city was on the rise and having to gather information form the criminals was proving
to be unfruitful as they all have an oath of silence and they usually choose to settle their scores themselves
without involving the police. The media twists this story, making it hard for the police to follow leads and
have hope of catching the serial killer by calling him the new vigilante in the city. And another coincidence
happen where the blood match at a crime scene appears to belong to a man behind bars. Could the man be
killing people from behind bars or was it a mistake that his blood appeared on a crime scene? The character
development in these books is gradual as the story goes on and this is a good twist for readers as they are kept
interested in knowing what will happen next. A story with suspense always leave the readers yearning for
more as they always want to find out how the plot extends, how the characters develop and how the story goes
on, does it end or does it continue further? The author continues to take Detective Jessica Daniels through the
journey of hunting the serial killer. There is tension in the city as described by the author as everyone is scared
for their missing loved ones and fear that the body parts might be of the missing people. The detective gets a
finger in her post as she deals with all the missing links of the case. All these myriad of events overwhelm the
detective as she tries to follow leads, determine who the body parts found belong to and who the woman in the
black robe is and whether or not she is connected to the case. There are many questions to the story and the
suspense grows as the story progresses. The Jessica Daniels series was such a huge success that Kerry wrote a
bonus book for his fans. It had the original works of the author and the plot and summary of a recent book.
This kind of connection with the fans is an important aspect an author ought to have to ensure that they
maintain their fans loyalty and interest through the books they read. Kerry Wilkinson is a true writer,
self-published and successful through his various works with his books being sold in hard copy as well as soft
copy. None of his works were ever produced into films but when one gets a copy of the Jessica Daniels series
you will experience a movie for yourself. He has the ability to capture the imagination and ensure you get the
story as it is simply written and is easy to understand and follow. Creativity always pays for those who use
them for the good of others and for themselves. He set on a journey to tell stories that would not only captivate
people but also help them in everyday life. There is need to pick up lessons from authors as much as they
always write fiction stories, one way or another lessons are always learned. His books are on is website and
online stores like amazon. They are available and affordable to everyone. The interesting plots that he
develops in his books always makes his stories captivating and educative. There is need for people to read
more books and acquire more knowledge. If one has knowledge that is beneficial to others they need to pass it
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down to others to ensure flow of information is constant and reliable. The author has covered all these bases as
he understands the importance of having many knowledgeable people read his works and be able to relate to
them well enough to earn him good reviews online. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt
Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out
no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live
there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your
e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below.
Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels.
Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
Did You Knowâ€¦ Bella Andre is a Stamford trained economist who uses her background to test market her
covers and craft her key words and meta data tags to cleverly boost her sales.
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Chapter 4 : Renegade (Silver Blackthorn, #2) by Kerry Wilkinson
Silver Blackthorn book 1 of 3 (Autumn) It is quite an exciting time for me. For someone unheard of a year ago to have
sold nine books to a major international publisher is about as unprecedented as anything in the publishing industry.

Regime The adventure and rebellion of Silver Blackthorn ends here. It took me two times to write "Minister
Prime" instead of "Prime Minister. Silver Blackthorn is perhaps one of my favorite characters in this book.
Intelligent, smart, and daring, she is the kind of leader the rebellion needs. She takes the initiative. Have I
mentioned smart? Despite the large amount of resources her enemies have, she still can one-up them by
skillfully wrangling her way out. Give this girl a round of applause. Imrin, to be honest, is my favorite
character of the story. A survivor, he has managed to go through things that make me shudder. Have I missed
all the signs or something? The villain has his flaws yet remains compelling throughout this book. Yes, he is
loathed by me and almost every character in the story, but he is clever like how Silver is clever. Though, he
does have some help from his advisor, Minister Prime. He is the kind of villain that is despicable, selfish, and
vain. Have I mentioned selfish? And I just love to hate him. Such a glee to despise him and imagine
bludgeoning him in the head. But the ending is not exactly the best part of the book. I thought it was going to
end on something else. It involves an insurgency and a cruel regime. I dare you to read about Silver
Blackthorn. Four out of Five.
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Chapter 5 : Kerry Wilkinson - Wikipedia
The Silver Blackthorn Trilogy is a series written by Kerry Wilkinson. The Silver Blackthorn Series takes place in the
United Kingom, without Scotland, years after a war in a country now called St George.

The stakes are even higher now. With more than ten lives relying on Silver Blackthorne, Silver knows that she
has to be good. No, she has to be better, sly as a fox. She has to avoid the Kingsmen, and she has to make sure
no one sees her. Or else, she is dead. Plus, she is becoming quite a face for a rebellion. With rising tensions,
Silver is increasingly desperate. But that is only the beginning of her journey. She is going to overthrow the
king. And that brings a whole lot more of complications. It is a long-term goal that has to be put on stall
though Silver makes some notable steps towards a revolution. Now, how many of you want to shout "Viva la
revolucion" with me? Imrin, Silver, and Opie are not exactly a love triangle. Yes, Silver and Opie have history
and some feelings for each other. The romance has yet to unfold because Silver is trying to live another day ;
but I hope the author will nudge it. Yes, I ship Imrin and Silver. The conflict is very fascinating. She dodges
betrayals, attempts on her life, and personal problems. As the book moves forward, Silver finds herself
questioning her morals and asking herself how far would she go to keep her people safe. Lying, deals,
manipulation, murder? She realizes so much, and in the end, she grows. She takes a good look of herself in the
mirror in Renegade. King Victor is only one of the villains in this book. No, it is the public perception of
Victor that has to be destroyed. The public needs to see who he really is. It is about bringing the truth to light.
The ending is an intriguing part of the book. Yes, that is an Arnold Schwarzenegger reference. It is a story of a
girl, who is learning and evolving as she goes. Hopefully, the author has surprises up in his sleeve. Best
recommended to teens who love Dystopian novels. Four out of Five.
Chapter 6 : Reckoning Novel Wikia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Silver Blackthorn is a fugitive from the law. Silver Blackthorn has committed treason. She is dangerous. Do NOT
approach her. A large reward is on offer. Report any sightings to your nearest Kingsman. Long live the King. Silver
Blackthorn is on the run. She fled Windsor Castle with eleven other.

Chapter 7 : Renegade (Audiobook) by Kerry Wilkinson | calendrierdelascience.com
In the village of Martindale, hundreds of miles north of the new English capital of Windsor, year-old Silver Blackthorn
takes the Reckoning.

Chapter 8 : Kerry Wilkinson - Book Series In Order
Kerry Wilkinson is a true writer, self-published and successful through his various works with his books being sold in
hard copy as well as soft copy. None of his works were ever produced into films but when one gets a copy of the Jessica
Daniels series you will experience a movie for yourself.

Chapter 9 : Silver Blackthorn Series by Kerry Wilkinson
Kerry Wilkinson; Silver Blackthorn Trilogy; Silver Blackthorn Trilogy #2 in series Renegade. Outlaw. Rebel. The third
book in The Silver Blackthorn Trilogy.
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